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Identical letters dated 14 January 2003 from the Chargé d’affaires
a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Iraq to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General and to the President
of the Security Council

On instructions from my Government, I have the honour to transmit to you
herewith the daily report for 14 January 2003 on the activities of the inspection
teams of the United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission
(UNMOVIC) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Iraq (see
annex).

I should be grateful if you would have this letter and its annex circulated as a
document of the Security Council.

(Signed) Mohammed Salman Ali
Chargé d’affaires a.i.
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Annex to the identical letters dated 14 January 2003 from
the Chargé d’affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Iraq
to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General
and to the President of the Security Council

Report on the activities of the IAEA and UNMOVIC inspection teams in Iraq

Inspection activities on 14 January 2003

I. IAEA inspection team

A group consisting of five inspectors left the Canal Hotel at 0840 hours for the
Qa`qa` State Enterprise, an affiliate of the Military Industrialization Corporation
(MIC), 50 kilometres south of Baghdad. Upon their arrival, at 0925 hours, the
inspectors inspected the warehouses for storing HMX explosive supplies, where
they affixed tags, took samples and meticulously examined inventories. After
completing their assignment at 1310 hours, they arrived back at the Canal Hotel at
1400 hours.

A second group consisting of three inspectors left the Canal Hotel for the Dhu
al Fiqar plant, 35 kilometres north of Baghdad, a subsidiary of the Rashid State
Enterprise, an MIC affiliate. Upon their arrival, at 0915 hours, the inspectors
inspected the plant, then proceeded to the site of the Nasr State Company to examine
the aluminium tubes located there and make sure that their numbers corresponded.
The team completed its assignment by visiting the Sumud State Company, where it
inspected the aluminium foundry. Having completed its work at 1345 hours, it
arrived back at the Canal Hotel at 1425 hours.

II. UNMOVIC missile inspection team

A group consisting of four inspectors left the Canal Hotel at 0830 hours for the
disused missile propellant testing area in the Za`faraniyah suburb of Baghdad. Upon
their arrival, at 0900 hours, the inspectors visited the site to make sure that there
were no people or equipment there; they then looked around the site. Having
completed their assignment at 1000 hours, they arrived back at the Canal Hotel at
1020 hours.

A second group consisting of five inspectors left the Canal Hotel at 0845 hours
for the Mu`tasim plant, 60 kilometres south of Baghdad, a subsidiary of the Rashid
State Enterprise, an MIC affiliate. Upon their arrival, at 0900 hours, the inspectors
tagged Fath missiles and removed tags from some Ababil-50 missiles. Having
completed its assignment at 1125 hours, the group arrived back at the Canal Hotel at
1230 hours.

A third group consisting of four inspectors left the Canal Hotel at 0840 hours
for the Hittin State Enterprise, an MIC affiliate, 55 kilometres south of Baghdad.
Upon their arrival, at 0940 hours, the inspectors made a thorough search, using
aerial photographs, of three facilities which proved to belong to the Nu`man
engineering plant, a subsidiary of the Hittin State Enterprise. The group inspected
the plant facilities, then proceeded to the Al-Quds State Company whose buildings
are adjacent to the Nu`man buildings and also appear on the above-mentioned aerial
photographs. The group then inspected the engineering centre and inquired about the
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activities conducted there. After completing its assignment at 1115 hours, the group
arrived back at the Canal Hotel at 1200 hours.

III. UNMOVIC biological inspection team

A group consisting of three inspectors left the Canal Hotel in Baghdad at 0835
hours for the site of an air force technical depot 30 kilometres north of Baghdad.
Upon their arrival, at 0910 hours, the inspectors inspected aircraft fuel tanks that
had been damaged, comparing them with intact ones. They then measured and
filmed the damaged tanks. After completing their assignment at 1130 hours, they
arrived back at the Canal Hotel at 1205 hours.

A second group consisting of nine inspectors left the Canal Hotel at 0840
hours for the Rabi` Centre managed by the National Industrial Research and
Development Authority, which is affiliated with the Ministry of Industry and
Mining. The centre is part of the scientific complex located in the Jadiriyah area of
Baghdad and conducts research in the following fields: agronomy, plant science and
industrial crops. Upon their arrival, at 0930 hours, the inspectors met with the
Centre’s Director and asked him about its activities and the research work under way
in the fields of microbiology and extraction of oils from industrial crops, requesting
details concerning the heads of the various scientific departments and external
consultants working for the Centre. After completing its assignment at 1050 hours,
the team arrived back at the Canal Hotel at 1115 hours.

IV. UNMOVIC multidisciplinary team in Mosul

The team, consisting of eight inspectors, left the Nineveh Palace Hotel at 0900
hours for the Technical Institute in the Nimrud area on the outskirts of Mosul. Upon
their arrival, at 0945 hours, the inspectors met with the assistant to the Dean of the
Institute and inquired about the identity, diplomas and other qualifications of the
scientists working for the Institute and the type of research being conducted there.
The team then meticulously checked the declarations relating to the Institute, made a
detailed examination of tagged equipment and inspected the departments of the
Institute specializing in agriculture. After completing its assignment at 1200 hours,
the team arrived back at the Nineveh Palace Hotel at 1240 hours.

V. UNMOVIC multidisciplinary (chemical, biological and missile) team

At 1020 hours, a team consisting of 33 inspectors left the Canal Hotel in
Baghdad. At 1300 hours, it arrived at a site belonging to the Mojahedin-e Khalq, an
Iranian opposition group. During the visit, the persons from the National Monitoring
Directorate accompanying the team did not enter the site because it was not
affiliated with any Iraqi authority. The inspectors then proceeded in two vehicles to
the Al-Azim ammunition depot, where they inspected several storage areas,
completing their assignment at 1715 hours and arriving back at the Canal Hotel at
1900 hours.


